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$50+

1. TARTAN BLANKET - BARNES AND NOBLE $59.98
2. PJ SET - CONCEPTS SPORTS $67.99
3. PENDANT - KYLE CAVAN $175
4. DRAKE JACKET - OWEN'S OUTFITTERS $64.99
5. COWBELL - BATTLE BELLS $149.00
6. PERSONALIZED CUTTING BOARD - BARNES AND NOBLE $88.99
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1. STARKVILLE CITY QUARTER ZIP - USCAPE $65.00 | 2. SHOES - ADIDAS $180.00 | 3. BELT - SMATHERS AND BRANSON $175 | 4. HORNE LEGEND COWBELL POLO - SOLD AT MSU GOLF COURSE $89.99 | 5. POLO - PETER MILLAR $120.00 | 6. TIE - GEORGE SHERMAN $85.00